
VERSION CONTENTS REPORT

VERSION : 2.1.1.1 RELEASED : 19/03/2020

REF MODULE DESCRIPTION TYPE COUNTRIES

ACU-18289 Benefits BugThere was an error message "170001 Field 
calcPractitionerName cannot be used in a filter 
expression" that appeared in the 'Benefit Tracking' 
module when the user filtered the claim grid by 
practitioner.

All

ACU-14802 Diary / 
Scheduler

EnhancementA new configuration option "Patient"/"Sync Visit & Appt 
Motivations" has been implemented, which allows the 
application to sync any changes made to the motivation 
on the visit record to the motivation of the appointment 
record, as long as the appointment and visit date match.

All

ACU-12488 Dispensing BugWhen a dispense order with the order type 'Order Later' 
was processed within the dispense fulfilment screen, if 
the delivery address had been set to the patient and 
there was a previously placed order for a different patient; 
this address information would override the previously 
placed order address information as this patient order is 
not yet created due to the order type being set to 'Order 
Later'.

All

ACU-17074 Dispensing BugThe content of the 'Special Instructions' field was 
misaligned in the A4 format of the 'Spectacle Dispense' 
report.

All

ACU-18349 Dispensing BugWithin the new dispense screen, the total amount panel 
was reduced in size due to 'Audiology' being turned on.

All

ACU-12830 Equipment EnhancementA link to the Visionix Eyerefract phoropter has been 
implemented into the 'Subjective' and 'Rx Given' pages in 
both the 'Refraction' and (US and Canada only) 
'Combined Exams' page.

All

ACU-17404 Equipment EnhancementA link to the Essilor VisionR-800 was added to 'External 
System' and 'Refraction'.

All

ACU-12355 Examinations BugWhen 'Get Data' button was pressed from a clinical 
exam, 'K Readings' data was not being populated.

All

ACU-14805 Imaging EnhancementWhen rotating scanned images in edit mode, the 
application was not saving the changes.

All

ACU-16564 Imaging BugThe drag and drop functionality for importing new images 
through the Imaging screen has been improved to work 
consistently.

All

ACU-18368 Insurance Enhancement(Canada Only) A new configuration option has been 
introduced which will control whether the insurance 
identifiers (e.g. SIN or MSP) are automatically updated 
on the patient record, after they have been changed on 
the patient insurance screen.

All

ACU-18369 Insurance Enhancement(Canada Only) A new configuration option has been 
added to allow users to control whether the insurance or 
claim information is displayed when they enter the 
'Patient Insurance' screen.

All

ACU-18410 Insurance Bug(Canada Only) On the patient insurance screen the 
insured reference value was not set correctly following a 
refresh from the patient record.

All

ACU-16887 Patients BugThe status bar indicator on the bottom right of the 
Acuitas main screen which signified the presence of a 
patient signature, recorded as consent for various 
purposes, was not displaying correctly.

All
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ACU-17465 Refraction BugAcuitas now supports multiple types of 'Final 
Prescriptions' and high precision values (in the 0.01 
range), in the 'Sphere', 'Cylinder' and 'Add' fields under 
the 'Refraction' and 'Dispense' screens. This also 
introduces the concept of a 'Primary Prescription' that 
the user can select from those multiple prescriptions and 
other related changes to the user interface from those 
screens.  This has been brought forward for the Essilor 
Vision-R 800 phoropter link.

All

ACU-17764 Visits BugIn the non-clinical version of the system, visits were 
being created incorrectly and recalls have been 
disappearing from the patient file for patients when the 
user was dispensing a new sale or creating GOS forms.

All
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